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Abstract
Allocating variables to registers is a central task in program code generation. Though
considered a well-studied and thoroughly scrutinized problem, register allocation sometimes reveals a new interesting facet. Spill code generation is part of any register
allocation algorithm and its efficacy can have a direct impact in the final program performance. In this paper we present a dynamic programming algorithm to generate spill
code, which tries to simultaneously reallocate spilled variables into two type of holes
left by the register allocator: intervals between live ranges (called dead-holes), and
low-density live ranges (called live-holes). As a post-pass optimization, this technique
can be used by any register allocation algorithm. Experimental results reveal that a
considerable reduction in memory traffic can be achieved.
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Introduction

Memory access represents a major performance bottleneck in most computer architectures.
Even though the combination of large caches and memory transaction buffers have been
able to reduce memory traffic [16], the memory wall still poses a challenging problem to
contemporary computer design.
Register allocation algorithms have been a central optimization in any modern optimizing compiler [14, 23], as a way to reduce memory traffic. Register allocation must handle
situations where the number of live variables is larger than the number of processor registers.
In such cases, it must decide which variables to allocate onto memory and also it should
generate instructions to access such variables, a process called spill code generation. An
efficient spill code generation algorithm should be able to generate as few memory accesses
as possible [15].
Typically, a register allocation algorithm is based on the construction of an interference
graph [11] or chordal graph [20], using the interference of variable liveness as a starting
point. Spill code generation occurs when the register allocation process fails to assign a
register to each variable in the interference point under analysis.
After the register allocation algorithm ends its work, a close inspection of the resulting
register assignment will reveal a few holes among the registers live ranges. These are regions
where a particular register was not assigned to any variable in the program. In Figure 1 we
∗
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have an example of this situation. If instruction (2) does not make a reference to register R1,
then register R1 is not live during this instruction. If the amount of instructions between
the end of a live range and the begin of another that shares the same register is of several
instructions, we have what we call a dead hole, since the register is dead in between these
two live ranges.
(1) := R1
(2) instr a
(3) R1 := ...
Figure 1: Dead Hole
Similar holes can also occur even though a variable has been assigned to a register. For
example, consider Figure 2 where a live range has been assigned to register R1. It has a
definition in instruction (1) and an use in instruction (7). If the instructions from (2) to
(6) do not make any reference to register R1, so we have a hole where register R1 is not
referenced at all. This hole is not dead, because R1 contains a live value that is not used
for 5 instructions. We call such hole a live hole, because the value in the register is still
live in the hole, but the value is not used.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

R1 := ...
instr a
instr b
instr c
instr d
instr e
... := R1

Figure 2: Live Hole
Traditional spill code techniques insert a store after every definition and a load before
every use in the spilled live range [8]. This way, many load/store instructions are generated.
Some algorithms [5, 16] try to minimize the spill code using the dead holes that appear after
register allocation. Other technique [9] use the live holes, but in a very restricted way. In
this paper we propose a technique that tries to maximize the use of dead and dead holes
simultaneously, splitting the spilled live range among these holes and inserting instructions
to move the value of the variable among the holes while trying to minimize the number of
required move instructions.
For example, consider the situation in Figure 3 where two live ranges have registers and
a third live range l3 is going to be spilled. In this figure, each black bullet is a reference to a
register, i.e., a read or write. Traditional spill code generation would break the spilled live
range into several load/store instructions. If the live range l3 contains has many instruction,
many spill code instructions will be generated.
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R1

R2

spill

l1

l2

l3

Figure 3: Live ranges for allocation
R1

R2

spill

l1

l2

l3

Figure 4: Fitting l3 into live/dead holes
The live range l2 has a dead hole, but it only covers a portion of l3. Notice that, after
several references to register R1, live range l1 , has a live hole, where no access to R1 is
performed. Thus, boths hole l1 and l2 can be simultaneouly used to fit live range l3, as
shown in Figure 4. The first portion of l3 fits into the dead hole and a second portion of l3
fits into the live hole in l1.
Figure 5 shows how each portion of l3 fits on l1 and l2, after l3 is split. To make this
technique to work, we need to insert move to move register values between live ranges.
These instructions are required to avoid destroying the values of R1 and R2, thus keeing
the semantics of the program correct.
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R1

R2

l3

l3

l1

l2

Figure 5: Splitting the live range
R1

R2

l3
STORE R1
R1 := R2

l3

LOAD R1

l1

l2

Figure 6: Inserting change instructions
The move instructions are shown in Figure 6. As the first hole used is a dead hole, no
change instruction is needed to fit the first portion of l3. When l3 changes from register
R2 to R1, a move instruction is required. Given that R1 is a live hole, we store its contents
into memory, thus preserving the value of l1, and move the value of l3 from R2 to R1,
turning R2 free for l2 to use, without destroying the value of l3. When l3 finishes its live
range, we restore the value of l1 back to R1, inserting a load instruction. Of course, for this
technique to work well, the number of load/stoers inserted is this case should be smaller
than a traditional live range spilling.
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Notice that it does not matter how many instructions l3 contains or how many references
it makes to the registers that were assigned to it. By splitting part of l3 into a dead hole of
R1 and a live hole of R2, we only need to insert three move instructions. Regular spill code
generation, would break each reference of l3 into small pieces and would probably break l3
or l2 so as to allocate the second portion of l3 that interferes with l1 and l2.

2

Hole Allocation

We call the above described technique Hole Allocation. The hole allocation algorithm is not
based on the interference among registers, but it is based on minimizing the number of move
instructions required to split a live range among the holes of other live ranges. We assume
that move instructions are cheaper than memory accesses, a reasonable assumption when
considering modern processor architectures, and a solid fact when considering embedded
processor architectures.
To minimize the number of move instructions, hole allocation uses a dynamic programming algorithm. To exemplify its working, let’s assume an architecture with only 3 registers
and the program basic block shown in Figure 7, which contains 4 instructions and 4 live
ranges.
For the sake of simplicity, assume that the live range selected for spilling starts and
ends in this basic block. This live range interferes with other 3 live ranges that have been
assigned to registers R1, R2 and R3.
spill
i1
i2
i3

R1

11
00
00
11
00
11
00
11
00
11
00
11

i4
l1

l2

11
00
Dead
00
11
00
11

R2

R3

11
00
00
11
00
11
00 00
11
11
00
11
00
11
00
11
00
11
00
11
l3
l4

Dead Holes:
i1: R1
i2: R1,R2
i3: R3
i4: R3

Hole

Allocated Live Range

Figure 7: Dead holes in a basic block
For the example in Figure 7, we will also suppose that the instructions where the live
ranges are live make at least one reference (use/definition) to R1, R2 and R3.
In Figure 7, dead holes are the empty portions of the live ranges of each register shown.
When a register is referenced in a instruction, for use or definition, this register is neither
a dead or live hole for such instruction, we thus we say that this register is not available.
In Figure 7 we have only dead holes, since we are assuming no live holes for now.
The question now is how to choose the registers in such a way to minimize the number
of move instructions resulting from moving the value from one register to another.
The dynamic programming algorithm for hole allocation tries all the possibilities to
decide what is the smallest cost. All possibilities for the basic block in Figure 7 are show
in the graph in Figure 8.
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i1

i2

i3

i4

R1

0

0

ε

ε

R2

ε

0

ε

ε

R3

ε

ε

0

0

Figure 8: Ways of using dead holes
Figure 8 shows all the possibilities of registers that can be assigned to live range l1 at
each instruction. For example, at instruction i1 we can use register R1 and at instruction i2
we can use register R2. The values inside the circles represent the cost of using the register
at the instruction. For example, in instruction i2 the cost of using register R1 or R2 is 0,
but there is no cost in using register R3 in instruction i2. These costs are related to live
and dead holes. When a register is a dead hole in instruction i, we set the cost of using it
as 0, given that R1 has cost zero when assigned to instructions i1 and i2, R2 has cost zero
when used in instruction i2 and finally R3 has cost zero when assigned to instructions i3
and i4.
If a register is a live hole in instruction i, we set the cost as being 1. This is because
live holes involve load/store instructions, so using a live hole is more expensive than using
a dead hole. When a register is neither a live or dead hole for instruction i, we set its cost
to ∞, represented by the symbol ǫ in Figure 8.
Moving from one register to another also has a cost. Moving between the same register
has cost 0. The cost of moving between different registers depends on the type of hole that
the registers are. The costs are defined in the table 1 and are only applicable when the
source and destination registers are different.
Hole Type
Dead Hole
Live Hole
∞

Dead Hole
1
3
∞

Live Hole
3
5
∞

∞
∞
∞
∞

Table 1: Costs from changing of hole type
Moving between dead holes has cost 1 because we only need to insert a MOVE instruction. Moving between live and dead holes has cost 3 because we need to insert a LOAD or
STORE and a MOVE instruction. Finally, moving between two live holes has cost 5 since
we need to insert a STORE, a MOVE and a LOAD instruction.
The graph in Figure 8 shows all the possible register assignments for the instructions in
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live range l1.
Moving a live range from one register to another has a cost of adding instructions to the
program, so we want to find how to choose the registers in a way to minimize the amount of
instructions to be inserted. Take, for example, the example above. In the first instruction
we can only use R1. In the second instruction, we can use R1 or R2, keeping the value
in R1 at no extra cost. But if we choose R2 in instruction i2, a MOVE from R1 to R2 is
necessary, so it is more profitable to keep the value in R1 in instruction i2.
As said before, the problem of choosing the right registers can be solved by dynamic
programming. At each step the algorithm we tries to make the choice that will lead to the
lowest possible cost.

R1
R2
R3

i1
0
∞
∞

i2
0
1
∞

i3
∞
∞
1

i4
∞
∞
1
(a)

PR1
PR2
PR3

i2
R1
R1
R1

i3
R1
R1
R1

i4
R1
Pf = R3
R1
R3
(b)

Table 2: Solution for figure 8
Table 2(a) shows the computation of the costs. For instruction i1 if we choose register
R1 the cost is 0, given that for this instruction R1 is dead. Registers R2 and R3 are not
available in instruction i1, so we can not use them, and thus the cost of choosing these
registers is infinity. The next step is to compute the register to be used in instruction i2.
Starting with R1, the cost of moving from R1 in i1 is 0, because no move is needed. The
cost of moving from R2 in i1 is ∞ + 1 + 0, where ∞ is the cost of keeping the value in R2
in i1, 1 is the cost of moving the value from R2 to R1 and 0 is the availability of R1 in i2.
Since the result is ∞, the best choice, at the moment, is moving from R1 in i1. The cost of
moving from R3 in i1 to R1 in i2 is ∞ + 1 + 0, where ∞ is the cost of keeping the value in
R3 in i1, 1 is the cost of moving the value from R3 to R1 and 0 is the availability of R1 in
i2. The cost of moving from register R1 in instruction i1 to register R1 in instruction i2 is
0, and the cost of moving from register R2 in instruction i1 to register R1 in instruction i2
is ∞ and the cost of moving from register R3 in instruction i1 to register R1 in instruction
i2 is ∞. As we want the lowest cost for register R1 in instruction i2 ,we choose to move
the value from register R1 in instruction i1. This choice is represented in table 2(b), by the
position addressed by the pair (l1 ,i2).
This process must be repeated for R2 and R3 in i2, and again for R1, R2 and R3 in
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Algorithm 1 Compute Available Registers
for each basic block B do
for each instruction i in B do
gen[B] = gen[B] ∪ defs[B]
gen[B] = gen[B] − uses[B]
kill[B] = kill[B] − defs[B]
kill[B] = kill[B] ∪ uses[B]
end for
end for
for each basic block B do
avail in[B] = all registers
avail out[B] = all registers
end for
while any avail in change do
avail out[B] = ∩ avail in[P ]
avail in[B] = gen[B] ∪ (avail out[B] − kill[B])
end while
i3 and i4. The values and choices are shown in Table 2 (a) and (b). The table 2 (a) has
the costs that the dynamic programming algorithm computes at each step of the algorithm.
The Table 2 (b) shows the registers selected at each step of the algorithm, showing the
Path (Pri ) starting at each register.
The register used in the last instruction of the basic block will be the one with the lowest
cost. By looking to Table 2 (b), we can see that the lowest cost is 1, using R3 in instruction
i4, so Pf = R3. The register to be used at each instruction is obtained by the Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Print Registers choosen
n ← number of instructions
r ← Pf
print(in , r)
for j ← n downto 2 do
r ← Pr [ij ]
print(ij−1 , r)
end for
For Figure 7 the output of Algorithm 2, are the values presented in table 3.
i4
i3
i2
i1

R3
R3
R1
R1

Table 3: Final solution for basic block in figure 7
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This approach must be executed for each basic block in the Control Flow Graph (CFG)
to produce a complete solution to the whole program. The example in figure 7 showed the
solution for a single basic block, so no previous registers were considered. In Figure 9 we
compute the solution for basic block B1 similarly as for Figure 7. Basic block B2 is solved
with the output of basic block B1, that is, when computing the cost of using the registers
in the first instruction of B2, we must compute also the cost of moving the value from the
last register used in B1. If the last register chosen in B1 is R2, the cost of using R1 in i1
for B2 will be 1 + 0 if R1 is available or 1 + ∞ if R1 if not available at i1 in B2. The same
computation is performed for R2 and R3 at i1 in B2.
B1

B2

B4

B3

B5

B6

Figure 9: The Control Flow Graph
Blocks B3 and B4 both take the output of B2 to compute the cost for the first instruction. In B5 we must analyze the output of B3 and B4. Suppose that the last instruction in
B3 uses R2 and the last instruction in B4 uses R3. If R1 is available at i1 in B5, the cost
of using it will be 1 + 1 + 0, where the first 1 is a MOVE from R2 to R1 and the second 1 is
a MOVE from R3 to R1 and 0 is the availability of R1. The same computations are done
for R2 and R3 at i1 in B5.
The back edge from B5 to B2 is ignored during the solution of finding the lowest costs
to split the live range. For traces without back edges, the solution found by the dynamic
programming algorithm, is optimal, achieving the lowest number of value movement among
the registers. After finding the solution for all basic blocks in the CFG, we must analyze
the output register chosen in B5 and B1 and the input register selected in B2 and insert
the proper adjust instructions, maybe creating new basic blocks.
When analyzing live holes together with dead holes some considerations must be done.
The instructions to move a register from a dead hole to a live hole need to access memory
(store the value which is live) and a MOVE instruction to change the value of register.
If we are moving values between two live holes, load instructions (to restore the previous
value) may be necessary. Memory access performed by load/store are more expensive than
a move, so when computing the costs of moving values between registers, loads and stores
can not have the same weight as a move. We define that a load or store have a cost of 2
while the move has the cost of 1. To transfer a value from a dead hole to a live hole requires
2 instructions (store/move) and has a cost of 3. To transfer a value between two live holes
has probably a cost of 5, one instruction to store the value of the live hole that receives a
new value; one move, for moving the value between the live ranges; and one load, to restore
the previous value of this live hole.
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164.GZIP
175.VPR
177.MESA
181.MCF
186.CRAFTY
197.PARSER
254.GAP

GCC

Improvement

Load

Store

Move

Load

Store

Remat

Load Reduction

Store Reduction

15
18
47
7
106
11
19

12
38
109
6
101
13
21

43
93
281
11
397
70
158

53
227
803
16
264
68
244

50
188
506
9
170
76
160

0
84
14
4
54
3
0

71.70%
92.07%
94.15%
56.25%
59.85%
83.82%
92.21%

76.00%
79.79%
78.46%
33.33%
40.59%
82.89%
86.88%

Table 4: Comparison between Hole Allocation and GCC spill code algorithm
The computation of dead/live holes is simple. The dead holes can be computed using
a data-flow analysis similar to liveness analysis. Actually we are looking for the opposite
result of liveness analysis, that we call available registers analysis. Algorithm 1 shows how
to compute the available registers. The live holes are computed by analyzing each instruction once. For each instruction we have the set of all registers available for allocation in the
target architecture; from this set we remove the registers referenced by the instruction (definition/use) and remove the registers that are dead holes in the instruction. The remaining
set is the set of live holes, that is, registers that are live but are not being referenced in the
current instruction.
This algorithm is not expensive. The computational cost of dead holes with available
registers has the same complexity as standard liveness analysis. The cost for live holes is
to visit each program instruction once. This information is only computed once, because
after each spilled live range is inserted into the program, the information about live/dead
holes is updated by visiting each instruction once. The computation of the register switch
for each spilled live range is performed by visiting each program instruction only once, that
is, this step has computational complexity of i ∗ s, where i is the number of instructions
and s is the number os spilled live ranges.

3

Results

We implemented the hole allocation algorithm in GCC 3.3 [1] and used it to generate
spill code after register allocation, which was performed by a well-establish algorithm [11].
Programs from SPEC CPU 2000 [2] written in C were used as the testbench, from which
we measured the number of of spill code instructions. We compared them with the number
of spill code instructions generated by the GCC coloring algorithm.
From Table 4 one can notice that hole allocation generates much less load and store
instructions across all programs. We achieve for than 90% reduction of load instructions for
3 programs, while having the 4 remaining above 50%, and more than 80% reduction of store
instructions for 2 programs, while the other programs are all above 30%. On the other hand,
the number of MOVE instructions is larger than the number of rematerialization instructions
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produced by GCC. Since move instructions is very cheap in modern micro-architectures we
believe this could eventually be translated to performance speed-up. With hole allocation
we reduced the amount of instructions referencing main memory, thus minimizing the overall
penalty of the spill code introduced into the program.
Inserting many of MOVE instructions is not a major penalty when compared to inserting
load/store instructions, given that data does have to go through the memory hierarchy. If
the processor uses a register renaming or alias system, the cost of a MOVE instruction can
become almost zero, turning MOVEs instead of load/store much more profitable.

4

Future Work

For the future, we intend to evaluate the Hole Allocation using the speed of the program as
the central metric, also we intend to compare it with other register allocation techniques like
linear scan [21]. Moreover, by assuming that it starts with a number of dead-hole registers,
hole allocation has the potential to become a fast full register allocation algorithm on
its own, specially in environments where compiling time is central, as in dynamic binary
translation. We intend to explore this variation as well.
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